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something which is rarely to be experienced in the
concert hall today.

n 1976 Eugen Cicero was awarded a German
Schallplatten Preis for his arrangements of

compositions by Franz Schubert. In addition to
more than 70 recordings and numerous domestic
and foreign TV appearances, he made pioneering
recordings with the Berlin and Munich
Philharmonic orchestras. He also toured Japan, a
country where he achieved cult status thanks to
his thousands of dedicated and loyal fans.

t was not easy for critics to categorise Eugen
Cicero’s playing. The designation “golden

hands”, which was attributed to him throughout
his career, was an indication that both music
lovers and critics valued his consistently high
level of performance, especially at times of radical
change in the music scene. Even now, after more
than 40 years, the name of Eugen Cicero stands
for amazing pianistic virtuosity, phenomenal
rhythmic feeling and an inexhaustibly inventive
genius.

his concert, recorded concert on Friday,
December 13th 1996, was certainly a very

special event. First of all, Cicero did not perform
with his usual trio, but played instead in a duo
with bassist Decebal Badila, a colleague, with
whom he had worked since 1994 and who
remained a devoted friend until the last.

he recording also demonstrates how Cicero
could react with great spontaneity to the

moods and the constituency of the audience. A
delegation from the Chinese Government was
present at the concert and Cicero was aware of
this. So when he played his famous “Sunny”, he
endowed it with typically Chinese intervals. And
when listening to “Ah! Vous Dirais Je, Maman”,
one is immediately reminded that Christmas was
close at hand, because the melody of  “White
Christmas” is introduced into the arrangement.

ith the medley of “Misty” and “Tea For
Two”, Eugen Cicero pays a fond tribute to

Erroll Garner, for whose playing he had a very
high regard.

n the last track, the traditional folk song
“Heidschi Bumbeidschie” which Eugen

recorded for his Japanese fans on an earlier CD,
Lullabies, his total command of harmony and
romantic melodic invention is well in evidence.

his is very much an album to treasure,
recorded by a uniquely gifted pianist whose

premature death, on December 5, 1997 at the age
of 57 robbed the music world of a genuine
original.

Eugen Cicero · piano
Decebal Badila · bass

recorded live on December 13th, 1996
at the Kursaal in Überlingen, Germany
concert produced by Sam Granz
for Giselle-Productions 2000
album produced by Frank Kleinschmidt
for IN + OUT Records
recorded by Tonteam Wiedemann
mixed by Decebal Badila
digitally mastered by Klangstudio Leyh
album design by Nina Ludwig
drawing by Toma Hirth
liner notes by Thomas Blaser, translated
by Lisa Boulton

1.Christiana’s Song
(E. Cicero)
2 Sonate in C-Dur
(D.Scarlatti)
3 Fantasy & Prelude
(F. Chopin)
4 Misty / Tea for two – Medley
(E.Garner / V. Youmans, I. Caesar, O.
Harbach)
5 Ah! Vous dirais je, Maman
(W. A. Mozart)
6 Fantasy in D-Moll
(W. A. Mozart)
7 Sunny
(Bobby Hebb)
8 Autumn Leaves
(J. Kosma, J. Prevert, J. Mercer)
9 Badinerie
(J. S. Bach)
10 Rumanian Folksongs
(traditional)
11 Heidschi Bumbeidschi
(traditional)
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